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AECL’s hydrogen isotope exchange catalyst and 

recombination catalysts have been successfully applied to 

a wide range of industrial tritium-removal applications. 

The catalysts are used for Liquid Phase Catalytic 

Exchange (LPCE) and for gas-phase and trickle-bed 
recombination of hydrogen isotopes and have led to 

process simplification, improved safety and operational 

advantages. 

Catalyst performance design equations derived from 

laboratory testing of these catalysts have been validated 

against performance under industrial conditions. In a 

Combined Electrolysis and Catalytic Exchange (CECE) 

demonstration plant analyses of LPCE and recombiner 

efficiency were carried out as a function of catalyst 

activity over a wide range of operation. A steady-state 

process simulation used to model and design the 
hydrogen-water isotopic exchange processes, such as the 

CECE detritiation plant, was validated using the results 

of this demonstration.  

Catalyst development for isotope-exchange and 

recombination applications has continued over the last 

decade. As a result, significant improvements in catalyst 

performance have been achieved for these applications. 

This paper outlines the uniqueness of AECL’s specialized 

catalysts and process designs for these applications with 

examples from laboratory and industrial case studies.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Catalysts have been used in the operation of tritium 

facilities for several decades. Hydrogen isotope exchange 

catalysts are used to transfer tritium between gas and 

liquid streams in processes that remove tritium from 

water. Gas phase recombination catalysts are used in gas 

clean-up systems to oxidize HT into HTO which is 

removed in a gas dryer. Trickle-bed recombiner catalysts 

have been used in heavy water detritiation plant designs 

to produce a tritium-depleted water product by 

recombining a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and 
oxygen gases at low temperature.  

Over the past few decades, Atomic Energy of Canada 

Limited (AECL) has developed a series of specialized 

catalysts and associated process designs that can be 

applied to heavy water production, heavy water 

upgrading, and tritium removal from both light water and 

heavy water. This paper describes these catalysts and 

process designs with an emphasis on tritium removal 

applications. The unique character of these catalysts and 
processes will be described, along with examples of their 

use in laboratory and industrial applications.  

 

II. PROCESS SIMPLIFICATION AND IMPROVED 

SAFETY 

 

Many of the catalysts used in tritium removal 

processes are noble metals such as platinum. On such a 

catalyst, the hydrogen isotope transfer or hydrogen 

oxidation reactions proceed rapidly, even at low 

temperatures. To minimize catalyst cost and maximize 
catalyst activity, the active metal is dispersed on a high-

surface-area support. Unfortunately, both hydrogen 

isotope exchange catalysts and recombination catalysts 

often must operate in an environment that contains water, 

and the water also acts as a catalyst poison. Water poisons 

these catalysts by adsorbing on the catalyst support and 

filling the pores with liquid, preventing the reacting 

species from reaching the catalytically active sites.  

Two of the approaches taken to prevent catalyst 

poisoning by water are to operate the catalyst bed at 

temperatures sufficiently high that water will not 

condense in the catalyst pores, or to use a hydrophobic 
catalyst support that does not readily absorb water. The 

first approach is effective in reducing the poisoning of the 

catalyst, but can add to process complexity and requires 

additional heating steps that reduce the safety of the 

process.  

AECL has been able to develop a number of 

hydrophobic catalyst supports for both hydrogen isotope 

exchange and hydrogen recombination applications. A 

highly hydrophobic catalyst support is used to make some 

catalysts, while others are made with a less hydrophobic 

support that is encased in a hydrophobic matrix such as 
PTFE (Teflon). Both types of catalyst supports can be 

manufactured as a random bed catalyst on spheres or 

rings, or as a screen catalyst. The selection of catalyst 
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support or production as a random bed or screen depends 

on the particular application.  

As an example, consider the hydrogen isotope 

exchange catalyst contained in a Liquid Phase Catalytic 

Exchange (LPCE) column. In this column, tritiated 

hydrogen/deuterium gas passes upward through the 
column while liquid trickles down the column. The 

presence of the catalyst significantly improves the 

kinetics of hydrogen isotope transfer between the gas and 

vapour phases. The LPCE column in the Wolsong Tritium 

Removal Facility (WTRF) uses a catalyst design 

developed in Korea containing a separated bed consisting 

of concentric layers of the random catalyst and Sulzer CY 

mass transfer packing1. Liquid water is contacted with gas 

in the mass transfer packing.  The gas is saturated with 

vapor, which equilibrates with the liquid water in the bed. 

The saturated gas then passes through the catalyst bed 

where the isotope exchange reaction occurs on the surface 
of the catalyst.  

In a LPCE column containing AECL wetproofed 

exchange catalyst, both the hydrophobic catalyst particles 

and hydrophilic material are in the same catalyst bed 

instead of a separated bed. The result of using the AECL 

catalyst in the LPCE system instead of a separated bed is 

a simpler and safer column design. A single pipe can be 

used to manufacture the column section instead of 

concentric columns.   

Another example of simplified and safer processes is 

gas-phase recombiners used to remove trace amounts of 
hydrogen from oxygen streams or oxygen from hydrogen 

streams. Early gas-phase recombiners in tritium facilities 

required that the catalyst beds be heated to temperatures 

near 170°C to prevent water from condensing in the 

catalyst pores. These heated recombiners have been tested 

extensively in tritium oxidation applications and are very 

effective, as recombination efficiencies of 99.9 % and 

higher have been demonstrated
2
.  

The wetproofed gas-phase recombiner catalysts 

developed at AECL have significantly lowered the 

temperatures required to operate gas-phase recombiners. 

Conventional recombiner catalysts tend to cost less than 
hydrophobic catalysts, which are a low-volume, specialty 

product. However, recombiners that use hydrophobic 

catalysts do not need heaters and heat exchangers, nor do 

they need to be kept in hot standby. Gas-phase 

recombiners using AECL catalyst have shown that they 

will operate with excellent performance when the inlet 

gas is at less than 70°C. Thus, there is a trade-off between 

initial equipment cost and operating cost that will 

determine the most economical choice of recombiner. 

Consequently, heated recombiners are well suited for 

continuous use in chronic detritiation, but are not as well 
suited for occasional use in acute (emergency) 

detritiation, because of the energy cost associated with 

keeping the system in hot standby. Where tritiated 

methane must be oxidized, heated recombiners are a good 

choice. For emergency detritiation, hydrophobic 

recombiners are a good choice, because it is not necessary 

to keep them in a state of hot standby. Hydrophobic 

recombiners can also be used for chronic detritiation, but 

are not a good choice if significant quantities of tritiated 

methane are present. For the emergency detritiation 
applications in the WTRF, i.e., the Air Clean-up System, 

hydrophobic recombiner catalyst from AECL was 

specified. 

Trickle-bed recombiner catalyst, another of AECL’s 

specialty wetproofed hydrogen recombiner catalysts, is 

used to produce the tritium-depleted water product in 

tritium removal processes such as Direct Electrolysis- 

Cryogenic Distillation or Combined Electrolysis and 

Catalytic Exchange. A tritium-depleted deuterium gas 

stream produced is mixed with a slight excess of the 

stoichiometric quantity of oxygen and passed over the 

catalyst. The product is a tritium-depleted water stream. A 
large recycle flow of water is also passed over the catalyst 

to remove the heat of reaction and keep the catalyst bed at 

a temperature near 50°C. Such a unit was very effective in 

the Combined Electrolysis and Catalytic Exchange 

Upgrading and Detritiation (CECEUD) demonstration 

facility at Chalk River Labs2.  

A trickle-bed recombiner similar to the unit used in 

the CECEUD has been designed for use in the Purge Gas 

Recombiner System in the WTRF. The recombiner 

consists of a 0.203 m diameter vessel containing a one 

metre deep bed of AECL trickle-bed recombiner catalyst. 
This vessel is sized to recombine 3.81 m3(STP)/h of 

hydrogen stoichiometrically with 10-15% excess oxygen 

and is designed to operate with a 99.9% conversion 

efficiency. There have been no high tritium alarms in the 

WTRF stack to date, indicating that the unit has been 

performing as designed.    

 

III. CATALYST PROCESS MODELING  

 

AECL has conducted extensive experimental studies 

to characterize hydrogen isotope exchange catalysts and 

recombiner catalysts. These efforts have resulted in the 
development of design equations for use in process 

designs. While these equations were developed in 

experimental programs under ideal laboratory conditions, 

they have been validated against catalyst performance 

observed in industrial demonstration plants. While the 

design equations for exchange catalyst have been 

developed based on measurements taken on streams that 

are dilute in deuterium and contain no tritium, these 

equation are proven to be valid for processes containing 

the entire range of deuterium concentrations and 

significant tritium concentrations.  
AECL has also developed a steady-state process 

simulation that is able to model hydrogen–water isotopic 

exchange processes such as a CECE detritiation plant. 

The simulation produces a detailed description of plant 
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flows and concentrations given a specified plant 

configuration, size and catalyst activity. When modeling 

the CECE plant, the hydrogen isotope exchange catalyst 

activity is calculated from the design equation using the 

plant operating conditions. The gas-phase recombiner 

catalyst activity is modeled with a conversion rate 
determined from an isothermal design equation, while the 

trickle-bed recombiner catalyst efficiency was specified.  

An example of validating these catalyst design 

equations in industrial conditions was demonstrated 

during operation of the CECEUD demonstration plant2. A 

schematic of the CECE detritiation process is shown in 

Figure 1. The tritiated feed water is fed to an intermediate 

point in the LPCE column. Below the feed point, the 

liquid is enriched in tritium until it reaches the bottom of 

the column. The tritium-enriched water is fed to the 

electrolysis cell where it is split into deuterium and 

oxygen gases. The hydrogen stream passes up through the 
LPCE column, where the tritium is stripped from the gas 

until it reaches the top of the column. The oxygen stream, 

containing a small deuterium/tritium impurity, passes 

through the gas-phase recombiner. This recombiner 

converts the elemental hydrogen isotopes into the oxide 

form which can be scrubbed from the humid oxygen gas 

stream in the oxygen vapour scrubber (OVS). The tritium-

depleted deuterium and oxygen gas streams are both fed 

into the trickle-bed recombiner. A stream of 10% excess 

oxygen is added to ensure complete recombination of the 

deuterium gas. The product from the trickle-bed 
recombiner is a tritium-depleted heavy water stream. 

Some of the water from the trickle-bed recombiner is the 

process product stream while the rest is returned to the 

LPCE and OVS columns.  
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Fig. 1. Simplified CECE Process Schematic  

 

In the CECEUD detritiation demonstration, the LPCE 

columns operated at conditions of 50°C, 110-120 kPa, gas 

flows of 14-16 mol∙m-2∙s-1 and liquid flows of 

12-16 mol∙m-2∙s-1. A wide range of detritiation factors 

(DF) were observed under these conditions, ranging from 

100 – 46000. For comparison, the DF design values for 

the Darlington and Wolsong TRFs are 25 and 35, 

respectively. Over the eight tests conducted under these 

conditions, the plant simulation found that the average 

overall best-fit catalyst activity was 90% of the value 

from the design equation developed under ideal 

laboratory conditions. The 95% confidence limit of the 
catalyst activity was 6% of the mean, indicating a high 

degree of reproducibility of the catalyst activity over the 

various tests.  

Extensive sampling of the LPCE column was 

undertaken to determine the catalyst activity in the 

various column sections. There was excellent agreement 

between the measured concentrations in the LPCE 

column and the simulated results for all the tests. An 

example of this agreement between measured and 

simulated concentration profiles is shown in Figure 2, 

which is the case where the highest detritiation factor was 

measured.  
In the CECEUD demonstration plant, the gas-phase 

recombiner converted the trace (0.1-0.22 mole %) 

hydrogen that passed through the electrolysis cell 

membrane into the oxygen stream. The inlet gas to the 

recombiner needed to be heated to 60°C for the 

recombiner to work effectively. Over the large range of 

detritiation factors observed in the CECEUD detritiation 

demonstration, the gas-phase recombiner efficiency was 

found to be 99.98%2. The isothermal design equation 

predicted a recombination efficiency of 99.99%. A 

sensitivity analysis showed that its high performance was 
essential in producing the very high detritiation factors 

seen in the demonstration. Despite the fact that the gas-

phase recombiner is a low capital cost item, its 

performance is essential in the effective operation of a 

CECE detritiation process.  

 
Fig. 2. LPCE Profile – DF = 46 000 

 

In some tests the hydrogen isotope exchange catalysts 

and gas-phase recombiner catalysts were exposed to water 

containing tritium concentrations of up to 230 Ci∙kg-1. 
There was no evidence of damage to the catalyst due to 

the exposure to water with such high tritium 

concentrations.  

The efficiency of the trickle-bed recombiner was 

determined to be 99.98% in the steady-state simulation. A 

mass balance was completed around the recombiner and 
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the measured tritium concentration in the trickle-bed 

recombiner off-gas stream was compared with the 

expected concentration in the off-gas. The calculated 

tritium concentrations in the off-gas were consistent with 

the measured values for the assumed recombiner 

efficiency.  
Based on the data collected from the CECEUD 

demonstration plant, the steady-state computer code was 

validated. The code was able to simulate the performance 

of the plant over the wide range of detritiation factors 

observed. As long as the gas-phase recombiner is properly 

designed to meet performance requirements, the code can 

be used confidently to design a detritiation plant.  

 

IV. OTHER CATALYST APPLICATIONS 

 

The gas phase recombiner catalysts described above 

are similar to those used in the AECL Passive 
Autocatalytic Recombiners (PARs) that are installed as 

safety systems in all reactor types to remove the hydrogen 

produced by hydrolysis of water during postulated severe 

accident scenarios. The hydrophobic catalysts will start 

working at temperatures of 20°C in cases where there is 

2 vol % hydrogen in the air.  

Similar catalysts to those used in the CECEUD 

demonstration plant have been used successfully in 

another small production scale heavy water detritiation 

plant at NSSI, Houston3 and for a 2.5 year demonstration 

of heavy water production at the Prototype CIRCE plant 
at Air Liquide’s site in Hamilton, Ontario4. A CECE 

process using AECL catalysts has also been proposed to 

reduce the tritium content in the light water contained in 

the rod bays in the NRU reactor at Chalk River5. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

AECL has developed a set of specialty wetproofed 

catalysts that can be used for hydrogen isotope exchange 

and hydrogen recombination. These catalysts have been 

successfully applied in a wide range of industrial heavy 

water production and purification activities as well as for 
tritium removal. These catalysts have resulted in the 

design of simpler and more economical processes with 

improved safety.   
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